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Trump Rising is a hardcore fantasy role-playing game that blends futuristic fantasy and dark humor to reflect America’s
tumultuous political landscape. You play as the righteous reincarnated hunter who is tasked to reignite the war between
humans and the beings known as Weregods, by the Elder Empire. The Weregod world is a living and breathing realm,
where death and destruction are always imminent. About the team: We’re a group of 3 friends (Rob, Kayo and Holi). We’re
delivering a unique experience to the community by utilizing the Unreal4 Blueprint engine. Each new game is a re-defining
of what’s next in the world of gaming. Our game is a 90% finished build with a playable, linear story and rich 3D
backdrops. CRYSTAL-EDGE: After the birth of their first child, couples have been split for years with no hope of
reconciliation. Rainy lives with The Great, the most dangerous and hated monster born on this earth, and Aqhasia lives
with the Twisted Huntsman, a creature that has the power to grant the request of a creature that never ends. Rainy has
been waiting years for the day she will have a child who is not given to the Great. But when her son, Loth, is born, a twist
of fate brings down a family that will haunt her in ways unimaginable. *A New Book will be released on April 30, 2021-
HOPE/DEATH Unification. Featuring a brand new cast of characters and a new story. *As a thank you, all pre-ordered
copies of CRYSTAL-EDGE will contain a 1mm squared etch of the original cover art for the book! DARKROMANCE is a third-
person narrative action-adventure game about a girl named Ruby that has a history of untimely deaths. Her story is told in
stages as she is transported from place to place in an alternate reality where she must fight and acquire her powers. She
finds herself in a fantasy world filled with other talking creatures, and in pursuit of a man (Godrick) that can restore her
memories. As she pursues and defeats all challenges in her path, she will be able to unlock and get her first memories
back. This is a game with a lot of promise and I hope you enjoy the journey!

Demons Of Asteborg Features Key:
Updated interface, new UI
Improved "Research Stations" System

There will be a separate release for PC and other platforms to provide versions of the game that are compatible with Steam!

You can pre-purchase your copy of the Multiverse DLC from the Steam store.

If you like the game, please donate and become a premium member. Also, please subscribe to my personal page on Patreon and
if you are subscribed and a premium member you get access to The Full Planet, Jumpsecret Area and a whole lot more!

The game is still early in development. We are continually improving it, adding features and fixing issues. If there are features
you would like to see we will add them as time permits.
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Summary:

Star Control: Origins on www.aspyrgames.com (Windows PC and Mac) is a PC game based on the award-winning Star Control
games but with new features including private ship decks, including sector control and task orders. Players can play the game as
a single private player or up to 4 in group play with local Multiplayer supported. In alliance play, players may fight piracy and take
control of sectors. Players that want to challenge themselves and network with more experienced players can take on the game’s
most difficult missions.
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